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Greetings IEA Members,
Summer is in full swing and we are looking forward to hosting the Hoosier Horse Trials at
the Hoosier Horse Park Aug 7-8, 2021. IEA Volunteer, Emily Slaven, has knocked it out of
the park with another IEA newsletter jam packed with information for our members.
Thank you Emily!
We had hundreds of volunteers help us host IEA horse trial early June (we had over 400
entries, whew!) and Melanie French did a lovely job organizing the Schooling Leg Up horse
trials on July 3. Thank you to Melanie and her huge crew of volunteers.
The remainder of the year will bring XC schooling days hosted at the Hoosier Horse Park,
the Hoosier Horse Trials, IEA teams organized for Hagyard Midsouth Team Challenge in
October (information for that will be released soon via email and our fb page).
Covid brought many challenges to IEA and it’s members in 2020 and into 2021. The IEA
board has continued to try to provide opportunities to our members in a safe format and
we appreciate the participants and volunteers that have supported our endeavors. Thank
you for continuing to give back to our club and our mission of education and promoting
the sport of eventing in Indiana.
IEA board elections will be held at the annual meeting in early 2022. Please consider
running for the board or one of the officer positions. It has been my honor to serve as the
President of IEA for the past two years. I currently also serve on several not for profit
boards, am the mother of three children, a wife, a competitor and run my farm. I believe
that new ideas and new energy are vital to our success. We have many varied members
and our mix of ages, experiences, backgrounds and ideas is what makes our board
invaluable. Details for the nomination process will be released soon but please give some
thought to either running for the board or even running for President. I have met so many
wonderful new people and strengthened friendships in this role. The local Indiana
community is strong and thriving and we are fortunate to have many Indiana (and
Kentucky, Ohio, Illinois and Michigan) eventers that not only belong to IEA, but give back
with their time and talent.
Here’s to a strong second half of 2021 for all IEA members and a successful Hoosier Horse
Trial for our club! Stay cool and kick on!
Go IEA.... Go Eventing!
Liz Messaglia
President, IEA
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A massive THANK YOU to ALL the IEA members who volunteered at the June IEA HT
and those who volunteered at the July Leg Up event.
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Volunteer Opportunities
August Horse Trials
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for HOOSIER HORSE TRIALS, August 3rd-8th @
Hoosier Horse Park in Johnson County, Indiana.
I only have a handful of spots filled so far and we need SO MANY more!
Please check out the online listings, by day (including pre-event with things
that need to be done before the show begins).
https://www.eventingvolunteers.com/events/1840/signup. If you have any
questions about what a job entails or you/someone you know needs help
signing up (I can manually enter people if they do not wish to create an
account), please just reach out!
I also still have several ESSENTIAL Chairman positions to fill. Dressage, Show
Jumping, Hospitality still open! These are not publicly listed on the website,
so if you're interested in these please contact me and I will be able to input
you so that you still generate hours for the IEA and national leaderboards
on the Eventing Volunteers website.
Dorie Mayfield, Hoosier HT Volunteer Coordinator, dlmayfie@gmail.com.

IEA XC Schooling at the Hoosier Horse Park

We are in need of two volunteers for each of the following open XC
schooling dates at the HHP. The schooling starts at 8a and last horse off
course at 4:30p
7/18/21* - this was in the May newsletter listed as 7/25/21 - please note
this change
8/28/21
9/25/21
Please contact Jordan Fellers at 317-750-9020 or at Jcoy26@gmail.com if you
can volunteer on any of these dates
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IEA Members who Motivate us:
Bonnie Coulter

Bonnie competed and placed in the ribbons in a competitive field in the 2021 IEA N3D at the
Hoosier Horse Park. This was not Bonnie's first 3D, but it is one that she will have very special
memories of because of what she overcame to be there.
Bonnie took time to share about how she got into eventing, and why this 3D was special to her.
How did you get into eventing?
I grew up riding Quarter horses and showing the open and QH circuit doing the All Around. I
did a lot through 4-H and FFA and I catch rode through my high school and college years.
After college, my show horse (Lucky) was quite ring sour, so I took a bit of a break from
showing when I went to grad school at SIUC in Carbondale. When I came back home, I knew I
wanted to start competing again and even tried the open show circuit, but we just weren’t
happy. As fate would have it, my friend Anna, who I went to school with at SIU, suggested a
weekend meetup in Carbondale to watch the Dunnabeck Horse Trials. It was area champs
that year, and I still remember thinking “I have to try this! Only much smaller!”. I was hooked
and very determined to dip my toes into eventing somehow. I drug my mom over to Come
Again (we live in IL) to watch a CT. I signed up for my first GAG CT that next spring and
haven’t looked back since.
Can you share a little about the different horses that you have had over the years that
you have evented?
It’s hard to imagine that I’ve been lucky enough in my life to have some wonderful horses be
a part of my journey. It’s even harder to imagine that I’ve had 2 wonderful heart horses be a
part of my eventing story. I started eventing on my old western pleasure horse, Lucky (Otto
Be Lucky). I think he was 16 or 17 when we made our big GAG debut.I remember being
terrified of the 18 inch crossrail that was painted in tiger stripes at Come Again! I was
perfectly content to tool around at GAG as a weenie adult ammy. But things just kept
happening. I kept meeting very cool and very helpful people. I started taking some dressage
lessons. GAG became Starter. Starter became BN. I failed miserably at my first recognized
BN (why were the jumps so BIG?). I finally conquered my first recognized BN at IEA with
Lucky 9 years ago, I think.

Photo by Liz Crawley Photography
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I came home with almost 20 time penalties, a giant purple ribbon, and a big smile on my face.
Lucky and I had to work really hard at not being a western pleasure pony in the dressage ring.
350 mpm seemed like lightning speed to this stock horse girl. But then I met Nad and next
thing you know, Lucky and I were storming around Novice (without time penalties!).
I’ve had Lucky since he was 2 and he’s 27 this year. I’ve been beyond blessed to have that horse
be there when Cory and I got engaged, when we got married, and be part of our 5 year
anniversary celebration. Lucky got me my first QH points, won me multiple blue ribbons, a few
state 4-H championships, a spot in Versatility, a reserve champ in Master Showmanship, took
me around both a BN and N long format, and to the AECs. I could definitely write a novel on
that horse!When I broke my back in 2017, he was the one that carted me around at the walk for
a very long time. I owe that horse a lot. He owes me nothing. If it wasn’t for him, I’m not sure I
would have been brave enough to ride again, let alone event. But, Lucky more than deserved to
enjoy the cush retired life, so I needed to start looking for my next eventing partner. hooked
and very determined to dip my toes into eventing somehow. I drug my mom over to Come
Again (we live in IL) to watch a CT. I signed up for my first GAG CT that next spring and haven’t
looked back since.

Photo by DJ Vickery

Photo by Hip N Humble
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Cue Dorie and Molly. “Bonnie, I know you don’t want a TB, but I really think you need to go
look at this horse Molly has.” So I did (along with several others in IN and KY that weekend).
Ollie was the last one that I tried. I’m not ashamed to admit that I cried real tears after we
cantered around easy peasy and jumped some sticks. It wasn't 5 minutes into our drive home
and I texted Molly.“I’m basically in love with Network. He definitely made me remember why
this is fun!” I really can’t thank Molly enough. Both for sourcing such a wonderful guy, but for
taking the chance on me too. I feel like the Grinch everytime I look at Ollie, my heart swells to
twice its size. He’s goofy, quirky, and redheaded. But, he has the kindest heart of any horse
I’ve met. Ollie has taken me places I never thought I’d go after breaking my back. I wasn’t sure
I’d event competitively again and I sure as heck wasn’t sure that I’d ever get back to Novice.
The long format wasn't even a thought for me.I think this year’s long format finish is a
testament to how truly special Ollie is. He’s my 2nd once in a lifetime horse and I feel a ton of
gratitude when I look out my window and see my two special guys out there. Really, how lucky
am I?

Photo by Cory Coulter
3. Do you have a favorite phase of eventing?
Of course cross country is exhilarating, but I love the starched formality of dressage. I love
to put on a show jacket and bright white breeches. I love to show a bit of personality in my
stock tie and my saddle pad. I think it reminds me of my pleasure horse days. I loved the
clothes. The Berry Fit pleasure outfits and the Van Teal hunt shirts. Dressage tests remind
me a bit of equitation patterns. I always enjoyed the preciseness of equitation and I’ve
definitely enjoyed the challenge of learning the dressage ring and studying the geometry.
I’m not good at it by any stretch, but I’ve gotten better over the years. Reading my
dressage tests from my early eventing years is pretty entertaining, that’s for sure!
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What challenges have you encountered over the past years that challenged your ability
to ride and compete?
Well, I wish I could just say that my broken back in 2017 was one of the most difficult
things I had to overcome in my riding career, but that all changed in July of 2020 when I
was diagnosed with breast cancer. The first months were a whirlwind and I almost shoved
riding to the side because I was having a hard time processing. I’ll never forget
Cobblestone I that year. I hadn’t officially been diagnosed yet, but we knew the odds were
not in my favor. I just couldn’t bring myself to pack the trailer and get ready to go. So, I
planned to stay home that weekend, but Cory (my husband) had other ideas. He
completely packed the trailer and my overnight bag, all by himself. That guy is beyond
amazing. When I got home from work that day, he put the horse in the trailer, shoved me
in the truck and off we went to Gina’s house. She rode along with us and we met Dorie at
Cobblestone on Friday. Even though it was changed to a one day (due to Covid), it’s one of
my favorite memories of all time. That was my last horse trial where I was still just me.
Where cancer had yet to consume my day to day life and the treatments hadn’t yet taken
a toll on me, mentally and physically. After the whirlwind of diagnosis and defining a
treatment plan, horses and riding became a big part of my day to day therapy. I pulled the
old man out of retirement and would ride him on days I felt good (chemo is rough!). I even
did a GAG horse trials in October! Ollie went to live with Gina for quite awhile. Cory and I
followed them around to events and I played the part of owner. We did a schooling H/J
show where I rode both Ollie and Lucky in the cross rails and 18”. It wasn’t much, but it
really was everything.
I had surgery 4 weeks after I finished 16 rounds of chemo. After surgery, I was feeling so
much more like myself and I was itching to ride again. After almost 5 months of not riding,
I remember the day I got back on Ollie. It was magical and mundane all at the same time.
That might have been the day that I decided to do the N3D this year. I thought “Man, this
horse is so special, let’s really see what we can do.” Riding became part of my regular
routine again and I was feeling great. Then, I started radiation and all that changed. After
all I had been through, I wasn’t expecting it to be so hard. Radiation is every day. We had
to drive 45 min one way for my treatments. I was working full time (through both chemo
and radiation). Radiation sessions for me were around 30 minutes and entailed a lot of
holding my breath. It took its toll on me and a little more than halfway through, I was on
board the biggest struggle bus that I’d ever ridden.
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My skin was burned. Clothes were a challenge. I was so hard on myself. I’d done so well,
why was I stumbling now? I think that’s the point in my life I really learned to give myself
some grace. I’ve always been very driven, very motivated, and very terrified of failure. I
learned that I needed to relook at the way I defined failure. I wasn’t failing. Struggling, yes,
failing, no. Some days I held the couch down. But as Dorie reminded me, I was kicking butt
on those days too. Each day we get up and take on the world, whether that’s on our
couch, at work, with our families, or at an event, we’re all kicking butt in our own way. Be
kind to yourself. The journey is hard enough without us getting in our own way.
What advice would you give to someone considering doing a long format event for the
first time?
Just do it! I know it sounds cliché, but it really is a wonderful experience with your horse. It
may seem intimidating, but do your research and ask questions. It was just Cory and I for
my first classic format (BN at Heart of the Carolinas), but all of my research and
preparation paid off. I promise, you’ll have the time of your life (and the best xc round
ever)! I firmly believe that everyone should do the classic format at least once. Yes, it’s a
great way to learn more about your horse, but it’s a great way to learn more about
yourself as well.
What are your future plans for yourself and Ollie?
Hopefully we’ll be attending the AECs this year (we’re qualified at Novice). I’ve really been
enjoying just hanging out with him and I’ve been taking the time to really appreciate every
moment. I’ve been toying with the ideas of a move up to training. It’s beer talk at this
point, but who knows, maybe sometime in the future I’ll find the courage for the black
numbers. I did whoop cancer’s butt after all!

Photo by JJ Sillman.
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Article by Emily Slaven
Like many in our sport of eventing, I am a regular visitor to the Eventing Nation (EN) website. I
enjoy the variety of articles that are posted with my favorite being those that give us a window
into the lives of those who event at the highest levels of our sport. In February of this year, an
article by Kate Samels really caught my attention because it captured Dan Kreitl’s journey from
working as a teenager at a curly sporthorse farm to running three horses Advanced at the
Rocking Horse Winter Horse Trials. If you did not get to read this article, here is the link to this
great read.

Dan greets coach Sharon White at the finish after XC on Carmago at Rocking Horse.
Photo by JJ Sillman.
Last month Dan was kind enough to take some time to talk with me during his drive home from
Jersey Fresh. Dan shared that growing up in Indianapolis he was one of ten children in his
family, and because of this there were limited resources to be spent on Dan’s childhood
interest in horses. However, Dan’s parents did encourage Dan to pursue his dreams, and they
helped him figure out how with getting a job he could be around horses. This mindset of
‘making it happen’ has accompanied Dan over the years. Dan shared the following principles
that he feels have helped him accomplish all he has to date:
1.Say yes to every opportunity that comes your way.
It might not appear at first sight the perfect opportunity that you were seeking, but often open
opportunity opens the door to another that is more in line with what you are pursuing
2.Be passionate about you dreams!
Dan told no many times. When he arrived to Muncie with Sparty he had to find accommodation
for Sparty. After many ‘no’ answers, he was fortunate that Kay Dixon took a chance with them.
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3. .Make the most of the horse you might have and give horses credit for what they can do.
Dan recounts that no other curly horse had competed at a high level of eventing, so not much
would normally have been expected for a high-level eventing career from Sparty. However with
perseverance, Sparty competed up to the Intermediate level. Not only did this give Dan the
opportunity to learn about brining along a horse from the lower levels up, but it also gave him
as a rider a chance to be seen and he attributes this to helping him secure the opportunities
that he has now.
4.Find a consistency in your training program and stick with this
Dan has been taking dressage lessons with Bonna McQuiston for many years and feels that this
has helped him develop a consistent program for his horses.

5.Stay committed to your dream
There have been many days when juggling riding three horses, running his own business and
being a husband and father have left Dan tired, but he has remained focused and kept his head
down and eyes on the plan for the horses.
Dan shared a little more about finding balance in the midst of many responsibilities. Over the
years Dan has found his ability to coordinate all the demands on his time have shifted. Dan is
very intentional about his days with every day structured with work time, horse time, and
family time. Dan owns Campus Edge which manages student accommodation in Muncie. With
increasing time being spent with training the three horses to compete at the advanced level,
Dan has been strategic in the timing of business opportunities as well as hiring great
employees to shoulder the work of running his company.
In relation to managing his horse time, in the past, Dan was riding seven days a week. With his
current riding schedule, he rides Monday to Saturday taking Sunday off for family time. He and
his wife, Alyssa, enjoy getting outdoors with their son and participating in camping and
watersports. Having this one day away from training with the horses has afforded him a mental
break which he has valued and sees how it helps in the overall training program.
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Although Dan is now rubbing shoulders in competition with the best of the best in our sport,
he talks fondly of the comradery that he would experience when competing at events in the
Midwest. He recounts the fun and sense of community at events like IEA and appreciates the
value this brings to our sport.

Dan and Horales at Flying Cross HT

Dan and Eezy Cruise Lad
Photo by Janet Gallay

Looking ahead, Dan aspires to ride in a 5 Star event, primarily the Land Rover 5* at the
Kentucky Horse Park. Currently he is making decisions on upcoming events based on
requirements for FEI qualification requirements. He will need to compete in two 3* long
format competitions this year and is headed to Maryland International HT at 3* level with
the horses over 4th July weekend. He shares how there is strategy to consider when
entering events whether that event will provide him with the required qualifications to
advance to the next level of competition.
Considering that at Dan’s first ever dressage show he rode in a pair of black rubber muck
boots, borrowed breeches that barely stretched below his knees, and a shop bought blazer
to where he is now competing three horses at advanced level is simply remarkable. It is
testimony to what hard work, passion, and a determined spirit can do to accomplish
dreams! However, Dan is quick to say that it takes a team and that he could never have
pursued his eventing dreams without the sponsorship of Kay & Steve Dixon, and the
support of his wife, event coaches, and the village of people who help bring all the pieces
together
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2019 IEA Junior Scholarship Winner:
Caitlin Austin
I am Caitlin Austin and I received the 2019 Junior Educational Scholarship to use in the year of 2020.
I began the year with my first horse, Fizz, that I have been eventing for a few years and a leased
horse to learn on over the winter. When the leased horse went home to his owners, I got the
opportunity to bring a young horse, Dan, into my family before lockdowns started. While the barn
they were boarded at was closed to most people during quarantine, I was working there and was
lucky to still be able to ride. The period of no shows and very little activity allowed me to grow my
bond with Dan, and learn how to work with him best. Once some restrictions were lifted I used the
funds from the scholarship to help pay for lessons on both of my horses. Since many clinics were
cancelled over the summer I used the funds to pay for weekly lessons and some dressage lessons
and did a few clinics later in the year. While I was disappointed that we were not able to show, and
my older horse, Fizz, was not able to have what I planned to be her last big show season, I believe
the bond that Dan and I created over the course of the unpredictability allowed us to accomplish our
goals so far. The scholarship assisted me in the development of Dan and my partnership and
allowed us to participate in more lessons than we would not have been able to without it. I greatly
appreciate the support we have received as a new team from our family, friends, and the IEA
community.
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Editor Note: Feel free to send IEA Newsletter article suggestions, comments
(or complaints) to Emily Slaven at slavene@uindy.edu
Until next time... Go IEA Eventers!

2021 IEA Officers
President: Liz Messaglia
Vice President: Rachel Skirvin
Treasurer: Chaleise Fleming
Secretary: Dana Myers
2021 Directors (term)
Jordan Coy Fellers
Monica Foley
Lisa Ollanketo Myers
Scott Owens
Elliott Timmons
Anne Varns
Lee Ann Zobbe
Erin Sheets
Myra Buczek
Darlene Walters

Feel free to reach out to a board member if you have any questions about our
organization or would like to get involved at one of our August sanctioned horse trial
This will be held at the Hoosier Horse Park. Our volunteers do not need previous
experience for most positions and we love to see new faces.
Go Eventing! Go IEA! www.indyeventers.org

